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The Geostationary Ocean Color Imager (GOCI) can
produce good ocean colour products in the open sea.
However, an atmospheric correction problem continues to occur for turbid coastal water environment
monitoring. In this communication, a regional atmospheric correction method based on an artificial neural
network (ANN) model has been proposed. The ANN
model was built according to differences in the spatial
and radiometric characteristics between the Medium
Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) and GOCI,
with 3000 pixels of the top-of-atmosphere (TOA)
reflectance of seven GOCI images from 2011 to 2012
above turbid water used as the inputs and coinciding
validated remote-sensing reflectance (Rrs) of MERIS
used as the outputs. Subsequently, the water-leaving
reflectance of GOCI in turbid coastal water areas of
the Bohai Sea was derived. Compared with the products produced by the standard GOCI Data Processing
System (GDPS Version 1.3), the Rrs retrieved according to the proposed method showed a significant
improvement in spatial pattern. Although the ANN
model displayed a degree of difficulty in representing
high water-leaving reflectance values, a comparison
with three in situ measurements collected on 11 November 2011 in the study area showed encouraging
results. The results suggest that the ANN method can
be used for atmospheric correction process in turbid
waters without requiring numerous in situ measurements.
Keywords: Artificial neural network, atmospheric correction, ocean color imager, remote sensing, turbid coastal
waters.
T HE first geostationary ocean color satellite sensor, the
Geostationary Ocean Color Imager (GOCI), was success*For correspondence. (e-mail: zq@mail.ccnu.edu.cn)
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fully launched in June 2010 on-board the South Korean
Communication, Ocean, and Meteorological Satellite
(COMS)1. It has six visible bands centred at 412, 443,
490, 555, 660 and 680 nm, and two near-infrared (NIR)
bands at 745 and 865 nm with eight daytime measurements from 9:00 to 16:00 local time2. GOCI was
developed to monitor marine environments and realize
real-time rapid data acquisition 3. In addition, over twothirds of the coastal waters in China could be covered by
the hourly GOCI images, which greatly benefits remote
sensing capabilities for water environments in China.
Generally, the total signals at satellite altitudes are
comprised of atmospheric path radiance and waterleaving information4,5. The latter plays an important role
in the ocean colour remote sensing application to retrieve
bio-optical properties; thus, atmospheric correction is a
key procedure before the water constituents can be inversed6,7. For case-I water, the atmospheric correction
algorithm proposed by Gordon and Wang6 is effective.
However, it tends to give unreasonable aerosol scattering
radiance and water-leaving results in turbid coastal
waters because of the invalid black pixel assumption in
the NIR spectrum5.
To avoid the atmospheric correction failure problem in
turbid waters, a novel improved GOCI default algorithm
in GDPS version 1.3 iteratively restores water-leaving
reflectance at 745 and 865 nm bands from an empirical
relationship model that is constructed for water-leaving
reflectance at the red and NIR bands, by assuming that
turbid water reflectance relationships of the red and NIR
bands are dominated by inorganic particles. To build the
empirical relationship model, satellite-derived water
reflectance data by the nearby non-turbid atmospheric
correction were used6. Unfortunately, the current GOCI
atmospheric correction algorithm included in the GDPS
version 1.3, similar to the iterative scheme proposed by
Wang et al.8, does not still work accurately for extremely
turbid waters9. In addition, turbid water pixels are often
masked due to cloud; so the GDPS version 1.3 still cannot give reasonable spatial pattern in the coastal turbid
water area.
Artificial neural network (ANN) is a widely used information processing paradigm to fit nonlinear transfer
functions10. During the past decades, several studies have
been conducted with ANN to remove the atmospheric
influence of satellite measurements. Schroeder et al.11
proposed an ANN-based method for multiple scattering
and absorbing aerosols correction to retrieve the waterleaving reflectance and chlorophyll concentration over
open sea waters. The atmospherically corrected remote
sensing reflectance (Rrs), aerosol optical depth (AOD)
and bio-optical parameters concentration from total or
‘Rayleigh corrected’ top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) reflectance were also retrieved from several separate ANNs
using the radiative transfer (RT) models by considering
various atmospheric and oceanic conditions12–14.
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Figure 1. Geographical locations of the Bohai Sea and sample stations in November and December 2011. The hollow
black circles represent mobile stations and the red stars represent stationary stations.

Table 1. Description of the 2011 and 2012 ocean color satellite datasets. For each date, the GOCI data are those recorded at noon (local
time, i.e. 03:16 UTC), while t ( hh : mm) is the time difference with
the MERIS satellite data
Year
2011

2012

Date
3 April
3 May
13 June
27 February
9 March
31 March
5 April

GOCI
(UTC in hh : mm)
03 : 16
03 : 16
03 : 16
03 : 16
03 : 16
03 : 16
03 : 16

MERIS
(t in hh : mm)
–00
–00
–00
–00
–00
–00
–00

: 27
: 27
: 25
: 30
: 27
: 14
: 23

In addition, a combination of ANN techniques and variational inversion methods was also proposed to correct for
the problem of absorbing aerosols15,16.
In this communication we propose an ANN atmospheric correction scheme to process GOCI images in turbid coastal waters. Comparisons with GDPS-derived
results and simultaneous in situ measurements in the turbid water area of the Bohai Sea showed that the proposed
atmospheric correction method is valid.
The Bohai Sea is a semi-enclosed, large, turbid and
shallow sea (11738–12212E, 3710–4051N). It is
usually divided into four parts, i.e., Liaodong Bay, Bohai
Bay, Laizhou Bay and Central Bohai Sea (Figure 1). The
1080

mean water depth in the Bohai Sea is approximately
18 m. The Bohai Strait is the link between the Bohai Sea
and the Yellow Sea, where the greatest water depth is
about 80 m. More than 17 rivers bring a great quantity of
suspended sediments into the Bohai Sea17. Thus, the
majority of the Bohai Sea is case-II water, because suspended mater is a non-ignorable contributor of water
optical characteristics18.
GOCI performs hourly measurement during the day
and has the ability to provide optional data for monitoring
highly dynamic aquatic environments2.
The GOCI level-1 B (L1B) data products were downloaded from the following website: http://engkoscnew.
intnaray.net/kosc_eng/GOCI_download/SatelliteData.html.
The Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS)
was launched on-board the Envisat satellite in 2002 by
the European Space Agency (ESA) and retired on 8 April
2012. MERIS L2 data products were collected from ESA
for the DRAGON project (http://earth.esa.int/dragon/)
and water-leaving reflectance results for case-2 waters
based on the ‘bright-pixel’ atmospheric correction model
were validated in the Bohai Sea and its adjacent turbid
coastal waters19,20. In order to overcome the time limitations, seven synchronous GOCI and MERIS images
without cloud, haze and Sun glint contamination during
different seasons in 2011 and 2012 were processed to
build the ANN model used to atmospherically correct
GOCI data (Table 1). All the MERIS products were
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 110, NO. 6, 25 MARCH 2016
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Figure 2. (a) GOCI image RGB display (R, G, B = bands 6, 4, 1) and (b) its derived remote sensing reflectance
(Rrs, Rr–1 ) at 555 nm using GDPS v1.3 software on 3 April 2011 at noon local time.

Table 2.

GOCI spectral bands and corresponding wavebands for MERIS

GOCI
Band
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

MERIS

 (nm)

 (nm)

Band

 (nm)

 (nm)

Match-ups

R2

412
443
490
555
660
680

20
20
20
20
20
10

B1
B2
B3
B5
B7
B8

412.5
442.5
490
560
665
681.25

10
10
10
10
10
7.5

28930
32555
30072
14421
14862
16795

0.908936
0.926560
0.942771
0.947873
0.948877
0.927346

geo-referenced and resampled to 500 m, applying the
nearest-neighbour approach to reference GOCI images
(longitude–latitude projection, World Geodetic System
(WGS)-84). The root-mean-square error (RMSE) is less
than half a pixel.
A field campaign was conducted in the Bohai Sea in
November and December 2011 (Figure 1). During the
survey, about 68 reflectance measurements were taken by
an SVC (Spectra Vista Corporation, Inc.) HR-1024 fieldportable spectroradiometer from 350 to 2500 nm in 4 nm
increments, according to the NASA-suggested protocols
for optical measurements. That is, a viewing direction of
40 from the nadir and 135 from the Sun to minimize the
effects of Sun glint and non-uniform sky radiance and to
avoid instrument shading problems21,22. However, due to
cloudy weather conditions, just three simultaneous in situ
spectral observations in the GDPS-failure area (Figure 2)
on 11 December 2014 could be selected for validation.
In case-I waters, the water-leaving radiance at 745 and
865 nm (Lw (745) and Lw(865)) is assumed zero, and the
aerosol radiance (Lma(i)) at NIR bands can be easily
obtained and extrapolated to the visible spectrum6,23. The
default atmospheric correction method embedded in
GDPS version 1.3 is partially modified for the atmosCURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 110, NO. 6, 25 MARCH 2016

pheric multiple scattering influence corrections in case-2
water based on the optimized aerosol model and solar angle information. However, this method tends to produce
no valid results in turbid coastal waters.
The Rrs on 3 April 2011 at noon local time was retrieved by GDPS version 1.3 and displayed in (Figure 2).
Obviously, turbid coastal waters near the Yellow River in
the Bohai Sea are covered by invalid values, and atmospheric corrections over these areas should be the focus.
Two critical issues must be addressed before the proposed method can be used to remove the atmospheric
influence of GOCI: cross-sensor agreement and the ANN
model.
Despite differences in the spatial and radiometric properties between MERIS and GOCI, similarities in their
band arrangements indicate the possibility of building a
network using MERIS data Table 2. However, correcting
GOCI images using MERIS information based on the
ANN model is difficult because of mismatches of the
sensors in (1) band settings, (2) solar and satellite geometry, (3) signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and (4) observation
time. Although the differences in their overpass time
within ~1 h may have no great changes either in the
atmospheric or aquatic environment, other issues must be
1081
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Figure 3. Scatter plots showing match-ups of MERIS and GOCI remote sensing reflectance (Rrs(  i)) from clear water at
the (a) 412, (b) 443, (c) 490, (d) 555, (e) 660, and ( f ) 680 nm bands.

adequately addressed before MERIS data can be used as
the target outputs of GOCI data in turbid waters. Thus, an
approach must be developed to over come these obstacles
by increasing the consistency between MERIS data and
GOCI data, and subsequently assessing the inherent differences of each data source.
In this study, concurrent (within ~1 h) and collocated
GOCI and MERIS Rrs measurements, hereby referred to
as ‘match-ups’ (n), over clear water areas were picked up
and corrected by linear regression for the corresponding
six visible bands. Outliers caused by mixed pixels in the
samples were discarded before the regression processing
based on an iterative procedure proposed in a previous
1082

study24. Positive linear trends were used to describe the
relationships between the GOCI and MERIS data at each
visible band (Table 2 and Figure 3). In the next step,
MERIS data were converted by the function determined
by the regression analysis (Figure 3) and used to retrieve
the target Rrs of GOCI for turbid waters.
We now briefly describe the multilayer perceptron and
its application in nonlinear regression, and then illustrate
the mathematical foundation employed to optimize the
parameters of nonlinear functions.
An ANN is a parallel-distributed processor that resembles the human brain 25. It has a natural propensity for
storing experiential knowledge and making it available
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 110, NO. 6, 25 MARCH 2016
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Figure 4.

Architecture of the artificial neural network (ANN) that models the atmospheric correction problem for the GOCI data.

Figure 5. GOCI-retrieved remote sensing reflectance (Rrs, Sr –1 ) distribution in the Bohai Sea on 3 April 2011 at
noon local time based on the proposed method. a, Rrs (412); b, Rrs (443); c, Rrs (490); d, Rrs (555); e, Rrs (660);
f, Rrs (680).
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 110, NO. 6, 25 MARCH 2016
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Figure 6. Comparison of the remote sensing reflectance (Sr –1) at various visible bands from the ANN model-based atmospheric correction method with three in situ measurements.

for use. The task of neurons is to perform non-linear
function approximations. The neural network used in the
present experiment is a multilayer, feed-forward-type
model. These networks have one input layer, one output
layer and some hidden layers between them. A theoretical
background is not available for the number of hidden layers (i.e. neurons) that must be considered; so we should
confirm the optimal network structure for this problem
through trial and error 26.
In this experiment, optimal outputs are obtained when
we use a network with ten hidden layers. Each input node
represents a band of GOCI imagery. The ten nodes in the
‘hidden’ layer receive the values from the input layer to
perform the summation and activation functions. Then
the target values of the output layer of the network would
compare the output information of the hidden layer based
on the computation. The result of the output layer is the
information on the bio-optical properties concerned, as
seen in eq. (1)
j


Output    g k zk    ,


k 1





(1)

where k is the weight of neurons, β the bias of the output layer and j is the number of nodes which are in the
hidden layer. The scaled factor  of the output is determined in the training processing. It has been shown that a
neural network with one hidden layer can realize any
function regardless of complexity based on the Kolmogorov’s representation theorem 27. So ANN could be used
to retrieve water-leaving reflectance from the GOCI TOA
radiance.
The task of the network is to calculate the Rrs of GOCI
in the visible bands in turbid waters using Matlab version
R2011a (MathWorks). Using the 3000TOA reflectance of
GOCI from turbid water as the input and the coinciding
converted Rrs of MERIS (bands 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8) as the
output, an ANN was trained and established to simulate
1084

the water-leaving reflectance of GOCI in turbid water
areas (Figure 4).
To assess the proposed method, we applied the ANN
atmospheric correction model to several GOCI scenes
over the Bohai Sea and its adjacent turbid coastal waters.
Figure 5 displays the atmospherically corrected results of
GOCI for the six visible bands in the study area on 3
April 2011 at noon local time. Compared with the outputs
displayed in Figure 2 b, the results in Figure 5 are significantly improved, especially in the turbid coastal water
areas near the Yellow River that were masked in GDPS
version 1.3.
In addition, all the ANN atmospheric correction results
were validated using the three synchronous in situ data of
the water-leaving reflectance on 11 December 2014.
Because of the high time resolution of GOCI (eight images during the day), there is only approximately 1–3 min
difference between the GOCI and in situ observations.
Figure 6 compares the ANN-based water-leaving
reflectance and in situ measurements at each available
station. Overall, the GOCI ANN-based Rrs () at 412,
443, 490, 555, 660 and 680 nm generally matches the
values and spectral shapes reasonably well with the
simultaneous in situ collections in the turbid water region
(Figure 6). Figure 6 also shows that the visible bands are
highly consistent. However, the error is slightly higher in
the bands at central wavelengths of 412, 443, 660 and
680 nm than those of 490 and 550 nm between the corrected results and in situ data, which may have been
caused by the higher error of bands 1, 2, 7 and 8 in the
corresponding MERIS remote sensing reflectance products19. In addition, the ANN model also has some errors.
Therefore, additional attention should be focused on improving the accuracy of the corrected results at these
bands over higher turbid water areas in the future.
An atmospheric correction method based on the ANN
model was proposed for GOCI data corresponding to
Bohai Sea turbid coastal waters based on the validated
and cross-calibrated MERIS water-leaving reflectance
CURRENT SCIENCE, VOL. 110, NO. 6, 25 MARCH 2016
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products. Compared with the GDPS-derived product
(version 1.3), the proposed scheme can avoid atmospheric
correction failures and provide reasonable spatial patterns
for GOCI data in turbid coastal water. The results also
show that the satellite-corrected reflectance is comparable
with the three simultaneous in situ data records. The results
showed that ANNs are effective at removing atmosphere
influence over turbid waters. The model and outputs discussed here provide an effective option for the atmospheric correction processing of GOCI or other satellite
images without SWIR bands in turbid water regions. Our
results will be helpful for monitoring water environments
of case-II waters.
Although the ANN-based approach in the present study
showed atmospheric correction spatial pattern improvements and good agreement with in situ data in turbid
coastal waters, more improvement and validation are
needed in the future.
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